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Abstract 
In this article we study the distribution of the maximum of random variables till the 
corresponding stopping time. We establish an estimate of the rate of convergence as well as the 
asymptotic expansions in the corresponding limit theorem. 
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1. Introduction and results 
Let ( Yi, i3 l} be a sequence of independent nonnegative nondegenerate random 
variables, Yi’ Y as i>2. Denote So= Y,=O, S,,=ziGn Yip M,=maxi<,, Yi, 
Z(t)=max 
i 
t-S,,,,, max Yi , 
i$v(r) I 
U-1) 
where v(t)=max (m>O: S,bt). 
In this article we investigate the rate of convergence in the limit theorem for Z(t). 
It is known (see Galambos, 1978; Leadbetter et al., 1983) that if the distribution 
function F of r.v. Y belongs to the domain of attraction of extreme value law H and 
functions a,, b, are chosen so that lim,, m tlP( Y>a, + yb,)= -In H(y) then 
(M,-a,)/b,,*H as n-t co. 
Taking into account that the limit distribution function H is continuous, we write 
supIlP(M,-a,<yb,)-H(y)(-+O (n-+ m). 
Y 
(1.2) 
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Suppose that lE Y< 03 . Then v(t)/tql/JEY as t-+ co . Similarly to the result by 
Berman (1962) (see also Galambos, 1978, Section 6.2) we deduce from (1.2) that 
s~PlIP(Z(t)-a,<yb,)-{H(Y)}':"Yl~O, (1.3) 
(t-, cc ). Note that one can rewrite (1.3) as follows: 
supIlP(Z(t)<u)-P(Y, <u){lP(Y<u)}“~Y[+c. (1.4) 
I( 
Under assumption that tail probabilities lP( Yi >y) decrease exponentially as y-r co, 
it was shown in Novak (1992) that for any K E (K,; K*) 
K ::& A@, u)=O(tC') (t-+ co), (1.5) 
where K, and K* are the end-points of the distribution of r.v. Y, 
Asymptotic a.s.-behavior of Z(t) was investigated by Csaki et al. (1985), Revesz and 
Willekens (1987) and others. 
In this article we weaken assumptions of the author’s article mentioned above to the 
finiteness of the second moment and enlarge the domain of uniform estimate (1.5) to 
(K,, t) (note that Z(t)< t a.s.). We investigate also the rate of convergence in the limit 
theorem for the situation when u = u(t) belongs to the domain of large deviations. 
Note that there is a close relation between r.v. Z(t) and the length R, of the longest 
head run in the sequence XI, . . . , X, of “successes” and “failures” (i.e. in the sequence of 
l’s and O’S). Let zO=O, ~~ be the ith 0 among X1 ,..., X,, Yi=zi-zi-l (ial). Then 
R,_ 1 = Z(n)- 1. This fact allows us to deduce from Theorems l-3 below the corres- 
ponding results for r.v. R,. For more information about the length of the longest head 
run see Erd&s and Revesz (1975), Mori (1991) and Novak (1991). 
The rate of convergence in the limit theorem for maximum M,=maxjGn Yi of 
nonrandom number of random variables was a subject of Smith (1982), Omey and 
Rachev (1991) and others. It was shown that this rate is controlled by the decay rate of 
the tail probability lF’( ray). Note that the convergence rates in the limit theorems for 
M, and Z(t) are essentially different. 
Let Y’ z Y<(y), Yl E Y,‘(y), Y; = Y;(y), . . . . be a sequence of independent T.v.3 
with distribution 
IV, EB)=P(Y,,,EBIY,<Y) (y>K,), 
and let S: =Ci<n Y:, 
vrv(t,y)=max{m>,O: SG<t-y}, 
a=a(y)=IEY<, al=al(y)=IEY;, 
P(Y)=wyaY), 4(4 Y)=(t-Y--d/a. 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
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Denote 
d’O’G1, d’i’=d(d-l)...(d-i+l) (ial), 
ro(t, y)=WY1 <y){l -P(Y))? 
r(t, y)=lP( Y, <y){ 1 -_P(y))4(? 
We put 
(1.8) 
n-l 
d,(t, y)= lP(Z(t)<y)-r&y) 1 { -p(y))‘lE(v-lEv)(‘)/i! (1.9) 
i=O 
and let d,*(t, y) be defined similarly to d,(t, y) with q(t, y) instead of lEv and r(t, y) 
instead of r,(t, y). 
Theorem 1. Zf IE Y2 < cc and K E (K,; K*) then for any n E IN 
sup d,(t, y)=O(t-“‘2) (t-+ CO). 
KQyGti2 
Assertion (1.10) holds if we replace d,(t, y) with d,*(t, y). 
(1.10) 
The peculiarity of this theorem is that we do not impose rigorous moment restric- 
tions. The proof is based on identity (2.5) below and exploits properties of renewal 
process. 
Corollary 1. Suppose that IEF + IEY, < cc Then 
sup d(t, y)=O(t_l) (t-+ co). 
K*<y<t 
(1.11) 
Theorem 2. Suppose that lEyZ< co. Zf yry(t)=o(t) and tP(Y>y)=o(l) as t-+ 00, 
then 
l.qZ(t)3.Y)=(1 -r(t, y))(l +O(t_‘)). (1.12) 
Theorem 3. Zf IE( Y13 < CO and K E (K,; K*), then 
g,:,, I ro(t, Y) (1 + 4(C Y)(oP(Y)/~)2/q -IP(-qt) < y)l =0(t-3’2), 
\ , 
(1.13) 
where a2-a2(y)=lDY<. 
Remark 1. Let K, =inf{ y: IEY, { Y<y} >O}. If K, <K+, then the distribution of r.v. 
Y has an atom at 0. Hence, Yi< ~0, v(t, y)= cc as y<K+, t>y, ikl. It is natural 
to let the approximating expressions for lF‘(Z(t)<y) in Theorems 1 and 
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3 equal 0 as y<K,. From equality (2.4) below we deduce that lP(Z(t) < y) 
=lP(Y,= ... = Y1+V(l_-yj=O)=O asydK+, t > y. Thus, estimates of Theorems 1 and 
3 are trivial in the zone K, < y < K + . 
2. Proofs 
We put y* =max{ y, tl”}. Symbols c, C (with or without indexes) denote positive 
constants, which do not depend on y, t. 
Lemma 1. Zf lEY’< co and K E (K+; K*) then there exists 6~0 such that for all 
y E CK t/21, t3 116 
IE exp(6 1 v - lEvI/y,) d l/6. (2.1) 
Assertion (2.1) holds if we replace IEv with q(t, y). 
Proof. Denote 
3c,=inf(a(y): y>K}. 
Making use of Lorden’s inequality (see Carlson and Nerman, 1986), we deduce 
-1 ~IEv_q(t,y)~IEY<2/(IEY’)2. (2.2) 
Hence, 
lP(v-lEv>uy*)<IP(-$2 >c*uy*), (2.3) 
as u B 1, t Z 9, where mz m(t, y, u) = [uy, +q(t, y)] and $,< = S,’ -IES,<. Note 
that IY:-IEY:Igy and lDY:dy*, lDY<dc,< cc as y>K. Since y:>t, 
Bernstein’s inequality (Petrov, 1987, Ch. 3, Section 4) yields 
IV-S; ~c*uy,),<exp(-(c,uy,)‘/4(mc1 +c*uy$)) 
<exp(-cu) (~21, ta9). 
Similarly we estimate the probability lP(v -lEv < - uy,). The proof is complete. •i 
Note that assertion of Lemma 1 holds for y E (K,, t/2) if K+ >K,. 
Proof of Theorem 1. It is not hard to verify that 
{z(i)<Y~~{o<~~~_, V.+l<Y}. 
. . 
Note that (2.4) implies 
IP(Z@)<y)=IP(Y, <y)lE(l -p(y))‘(t’y). 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
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Indeed, 
WZ(t)<y)= 1 Jq&~t-Y<&+,, Mm+1 <Y) 
?Pl>O 
=m;owz ~t-y<S,<+l)W~m+l<Y) 
=IEIP(Yr<y){l-p(y))“@4 
Making use of Taylor’s formula, we derive 
n-1 
(l-py- c (-P)‘b”‘/i!=(-p)“b’“‘(l-6p)b_“/n!, 
i=O 
where 068<1, p<l. Putting 
P=P(Y), b=y-IEv, 
we obtain the estimate 
Similarly A:(& y) < c&I,*, where 
~,*~p~~v_~(~,y)~~(l_p)~~~i~~~~~~~~/~~~ 
In the light of Lemma 1, 
~I*dC,*(PY*)“. 
Since EY’< cc, for y> t112 we have yp(y) =~(t-l/~). 
Therefore 
d,(t,y)=o(t-“‘2) (y2F2). 
Note that as y < t112, 
IEI,l {v 3 IEv/2} < cbpV2 exp( - cpt) = O(t -“I’). 
Moreover, for y < t 1/2 Lemma 1 yields 
IEZ”1 (v < lEv/2} < (IEv)“IP(v <D/2) <c;& 
where 0 <q < 1. Combining (2.6)-(2.1 l), we obtain (1.10). 0 
P-6) 
(2.7) 
(2.7*) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
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Proof of Corollary 1. From Theorem 1 (with IZ = 2) we deduce 
SUP r(t, Y){l -P(Y)(~V-qk YN}-W@)<Y) =q-‘) (t+ cc ). 
K<y<tl;! 
It follows from (1.8) and inequality (2.2) that 
r(L~My)l~v-_q@, y)J ~clp(y)e-ctP(Y)=O(t-‘) (t+ co 1, (2.12) 
uniformly over K 6 y 6 t/3. Hence, 
sup IP(Z@)<y)--(t, y) =O(t_‘). 
K<y<t/3 
Further, 
~r(t,y)-~(Y~cy)(1-p(y)}~f~Y~~u(,<c2~~~e~c~P~~~t~1, 
as K<y<t/3. Since a(y)<y, ai(y we get 
SUP 44 Y)~~XP(--~K)(~--~K)/~Y), 
y<K 
sup (1 -r(t, y))<lP(Y, >t/3)+c,tp(t/3). 
yat/3 
Note that 
lP(Z(t)>t/3)Q C P max Yi>t/3, v(t)=m 
??I>0 i<‘m+l > 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
‘mTo iJll IPtYiat/33 v(t)=m)= C IP(Yi~t/3, V(t)ai-1) 
I i>l 
a+(t)IP(Y3t/3)+P(Y, >t/3), (2.15) 
and that 
sup Jw(t) < y) = P(z(t) t K) ayv(t) < IEv(t)/2) + [IP( Y < K)pw 
y<K 
Taking into account assumptions of Corollary 1, we get (1.11). The proof is com- 
plete. 0 
Remark 2. If we do not suppose IEYl < co , then 
Ir(t, y)-lP(Y1 <y)(l --p(y)}“-y~~“(dcla,pe-“P~c,ype-c’Pdc,t-’i2 
uniformly over K Q y d t/2 (compare with Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10)). Hence, we obtain the 
following result: 
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Corollary 2. If lEY’< 00 and K E (K,; K*) then 
sup d(t, U)=O(t-1’2). 
K<u<t/2 
303 
(2.16) 
Proof of Theorem 2. Denote 
44 y) f 1 - r(4 y). 
Then as t+ co 
A4 Y)> 1 -ev(-q(4 Y)P(~)) 
344 y)p(y)exp(-44 y)p(y))-Q(y)a-‘. 
Therefore, the left-hand side of equality (2.12) is O(t-‘p(t, y)). 
According to (2.7*), the accuracy of approximation in Theorem 1 is controlled by 
p2~(v -q(t, y))2(1 _p)min{v; 4kWI. (2.18) 
Hence, it is sufficient to show that 
I-WV-_qk Y)Y=o(l) 
By virtue of Lemma 1, 
PWV-46 Y))2+?Y:. 
(t-t co). (2.19) 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
Note that py2 = o(1) as y 3 t”’ and pt = o( 1) according to assumptions of Theorem 2. 
The proof is complete. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let us show that 
sup lE(v - lEv)2 - q(t, y) (a/a)’ = 0(t1j2). 
K$y<t/2 
Since Y; -C y d t/2, we have 
v= 1 +C(t--y- Y;, y), 
where 
C(t,y)=max{mBO: Y,<+...+Yz+,<t}. 
Hence, (2.21) will be proven if we show that 
sup lE(p-lEp)2-so2a-3 <Ct”2. (2.22) 
K<y<tJZ 
o<s<r 
where p’- v”(s, y)+ 1 (Assertion (2.21) follows from (2.22) and the properties of condi- 
tional mathematical expectation). 
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Note that 
a*1E(~-IE~)*=IE(S~)*+IE(S,*-aIE~)*-22IE~~(S,*-s), 
where S,* is a sum of n independent copies of Y<, %z =S,* -nna. Hence, 
~a*IE(~-~~)*-a*~~(,<2IE(S,*-s)*+2alE”*~1E”*(S,*-s)*+c. 
We shall make use of the following 
(2.23) 
Lemma 2. Let r, 51, t2,. . . be a sequence of i.i.d. nonnegative nondegenerate random 
variables, mk=lEck, T,= t1 + ... + &,, 
z(t)=min{n: T,,>t}. 
Then 
(2.24) 
Proof. Let H(t)=lEz(t). In the light of Lorden’s inequality, 
0 < H(t) - t/m1 6 m2/mf. 
Therefore 
U,:,,= 1 JK%{T,-,dt<T,} 
TI>l 
=mJi(t)- c Et,kl(T,,-,dt-L} 
iI21 
=m,H(t)-lESkH(t-5)1{<<t} 
dmkm2/m~+IE5k+‘l{5~t}/m,+tIErk’{r>t}/ml, 
that implies (2.24). This completes the proof of Lemma 2. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3 (conclusion) 
From Lemma 2 we deduce 
lE(S,*-s)2<lEYy,‘2~EY’3/a+(IEY<2/a)2. (2.25) 
Taking into account (2.23), (2.25), we obtain (2.22). Hence, (2.21) holds. Note that 
P*(y)ro(G y)Gct-*, 
uniformly over y E [K, t/2]. Assertion (1.18) follows from Theorem 1 (with n= 3) and 
(2.21). The proof is complete. 0 
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